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At RPI, continuous slowing
 down theory has been rede

fined to

include inelastic scatteri
ng.1,2  The simplicity of 

CSDT spectral

solutions has facilitated 
interpretation of discrepa

ncies between

calculated and measured spe
ctra.3,4  Even with CSDT si

mplifications,

the process of postulating
 desired modifications, im

plementing

the modifications in calcu
lations, comparing results

 with experi-

ment, postulating further 
modifications, etc. can be

 cumbersome

and time-consuming.  This p
aper reports on significant

 improvement

in the efficiency of the a
bove process through utili

zation of the

recently developed Renssela
er Interactive Graphics Ana

lysis System

(RIGAS).
5

The system allows a user t
o calculate, display, comp

are,

manipulate and modify his 
data without requiring any

 programming·

on his part.  This is acco
mplished through a man-mac

hine dialogue
1,

which establishes a symbio
tic relationship between t

hese entities     ·,

to formulate, as well as solve a problem. Specialization for a

specific problem is afford
ed through an option which

 allows the

t user to "plug-in" and recall up to five of his own routines to per-

form operations not accoun
ted for in the system.

I'

For  che CSDT problem, the standard RIGAS functions are 'used.

'

to enter and display the f
irst guess values of both 

XI and Age,

along with the experimenta
l flux.  These values are 

actually the

best results. obtained from a CSDT calculation, using a given cross-

section set as input. By calling a user routine, 
the theoretical

flux is calculated on a la
rge remote computer (CDC-6

600) through   . 

an indigenous asynchronous
 communications link and t

ime-sharing

system.  This is then rece
ived, displayed, compared 

with experi-

ment and discrepancies not
ed.  The appropriate slowi

ng down. para-

meter is then displayed an
d visually and interactive

ly modified,

using standard RIGAS opera
tions.  Another user routi

ne is called

to transmit these modified
 values and again calculat

e a flux for

further comparisons.  This
 iterative process continu

es until agree-,

' ment is obtained between t
he spectra.
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The scheme has been ap
plied to analyzing dep

leted uranium

and iron data.  Qualit
ative general conclusi

ons obtained earlier3,
4

are confirmed.  Howeve
r, more detailed judgm

ents  have been ob-

tained through continu
ed iteration than were

 obtained previously.

Difficulties have been
 pinpointed over small

er specific energy

bands.  These judgment
s relate to inelastic 

scattering in both

uranium and iron, to e
lastic scattering in i

ron, and to capture  ,

in uranium.

For uranium, all ENDF/
B data files have led 

to over-predicted

spectra between 50-500
 keV and to underpredi

ctions in the low     
    '

MeV range.  The XI par
ameter for ENDF/B-II w

as varied until good  
'  '

agreement was obtained
 above 50 keV (this fi

le was used to compare
'

with earlier brute-for
ce efforts3).  Alterna

te unresolved capture

data (including ENDF/B
-III) were used to imp

rove agreement below

50 keV.  Specialized i
nteractive features, s

uch as the ability to

expand scales by push 
button upon observing 

discrepancies in local
-

ized regions, facilita
ted the interactive pr

ocess.

1
For iron, a data

set obtained from the 1124
 file has yielde4 ' 1

reasonably good agreem
ent with experiment.  

However, some discrep-
,

ancies existed  in the curvature between high energies (above i 1  MeV)  ,

1 and low energies (below 500 keV). Modifications were made to both  , '

6
age and XI to yield ag

reement between theory
 and experiment.  On-

line  exerei:ze  of j udgment   as   to what types of changes (magnitudes.

and directions) are physically plausible facilitated the process--

e,g., a large sudden j
ump in age would requi

re a deep broad dip in

scattering cross-secti
on. t,

We have estimated that utilizing RIGAS reduces the 'time re-

quire4 for the analyst to reach the same point by brute force by

about. a factor of eig
hty.  A suitably desig

ned interactive graphi
cs'

system appears quite u
seful as a tool in dat

a file assessment.
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